QUALITY

PL
MODEL

309

ANORAK
ANORAK
REFERENCE
REFERENCIA
PL309
COLOURS
Navy blue - Army green
COLORES
Azul marino - Verde ingeniero
SIZES
S - M - L - XL - XXL
TALLAS
S - M - L - XL - XXL

FICHA CNICA

PL

QUALITY

Anorak		309
ref. PL309
MODEL

FABRIC COMPOSITION
Outer coating: 		
Lining composition: 		

53% PU 47% PA
100 % PE		

PARTS
Front zipper: 		
1 coil zip					
ANORAK
ANORAK
Collar fastners:REFERENCE
		
3 plastic snaps				
Front fastners: 		
5 plastic snaps				
REFERENCIA
Bottom drawstring:
		
cotton cord

Cuff bands: 		
Elastic on hood: 		
Velcro on pocket lining:

10 mm wide white elastic band
10 mm wide white elastic band
25 mm wide velcro strip

PL309

descripTIOn
COLOURS
This PPE corresponds
to a quilted waterproof anorak.
This hip-lengthNavy
garment
two straight front panels. The back is plain and consists of a single piece. The single-piece sleeves extend to shape the
blueconsists
- Army ofgreen
garment’s front and back yokes. The sleeves have elastic windbreaker cuffs. The high collar houses a roll-away hood (with elasticated front edge) that tucks
COLORES
into the back and
fastens with three snaps.
Azul
marinoouter
- Verde
ingeniero
It has two reach-through
pockets
with storm flaps that aesthetically define the garment’s waist on the front. The lining includes a patch pocket with
velcro fastening.
The front fastens with a zipper and 6 mm wide placket that fastens with five snaps. The bottom of the garment adjusts with a drawstring for a closer fit.
The garment isSIZES
fully lined and quilted, except for the hood, and to prevent the lining from getting damp it is equipped with anti-absorption barriers
manufactured Sin -the
fabric
as the outer shell. These barriers are located on the bottom of the garment and at the end of the sleeves.
M same
- L - XL
- XXL

PL309

TALLAS
S - M - L - XL - XXL

DETAL OF
GARMENT'S INTERIOR

Pocket
flap

Reach-through
pockets

Placket
Bottom
drawstring

AVAILABLE COLOURS:

Navy blue - Army green

AVAILABLE SIZES:		

S, M, L, XL, XXL

Quilted lining
Anti-absorption
barrier to prevent
dampness from
spreading

Elasticated
cuff

DETAIL OF
QUILTED LINING
Microfusion
quilting

DETAIL OF GARMENT
Collar
Roll-away
hood

STANDARDS:
This garment complies with the requirement of REGULATION (EU) 2016/425, EN-ISO 13688:2013, EN 343:2019 and EN 14058:2017 for this PPE.

